
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Sweepstakes runs from 4/8/18 at 12:01 am ET to 5/7/18 at noon ET. Open only to legal
residents of Orange, Osceola, Volusia, Lake & Seminole counties, 21+ as of entry date who teach elementary
school (K-5) in such counties, Void where prohibited & outside listed counties. Excludes Sponsor & Publix
Supermarkets employees & their hshld/immed fam mbrs. To enter, complete entry form at orlandosentinel.com/
onebookonecommunity2018 & submit essay about using book A Wrinkle in Time in class. If teacher or teacher’s
school does not have a copy of A Wrinkle in Time, email jgoerner@orlandosentinel.com for a complimentary copy.
Limit 1 book per school. If teacher requests book by email w/in 5 days before 5/7, teacher will have until 5/11/18
at noon to submit entry. Limit 1 entry per person/email. 1 Grand Prize: Party for teacher’s class with cake from
Publix for up to 40. ARV: $75. Odds of winning depend on # of elig. entries & essay quality will not determine
winner. Other restrs apply. For full rules visit orlandosentinel.com/onebookonecommunity2018. Sponsor:
Orlando Sentinel Communications Co. LLC, 633 N Orange Ave, Orlando, FL 32801.

Journey Through the Galaxy

A Wrinkle in Time
fun activities

Title Sponsor:

Win a Class Cake Party from Publix Supermarkets!
Enter for a Chance to win -

Grand Prize: Party for teacher’s class including cake from Publix for up to 40 students.
To Enter visit orlandosentinel.com/onebookonecommunity2018

In A Wrinkle in Time the Murry children and their friend
travel through time thanks to something called a tesseract.
While the idea of time travel may be science fiction,
tesseracts are very
real. In fact, these
multi-dimensional
shapes are part of a
type of math we call
geometry.
Why not try your
hand at making
a tesseract? All
you’ll need is
some toothpicks
and miniature
marshmallows.

Begin creating the different dimensions using the
marshmallows to hold the toothpicks in place. It may not
help you travel to other galaxies but you’ll sure have fun
nibbling on the supplies.

Intergalactic Art
Using tesseracts to travel through space, the characters find
themselves on other planets. You can recreate these other
worlds using paper mache, clay, drawings or whatever
materials inspire you. Then, share your different planetary
creations with the class.

This activity meets the following official State of Florida standard(s):

MAFS.5.G.1.1, MAFS.5.G.1.2, MAFS.5.G.2.3, VA.5.S.2.1, VA.5.O.1.1, and VA.5.F.3.2.


